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Economist Ernst Wol� believes that a hidden alliance of political and corporate
leaders is exploiting the pandemic with the aim of crashing national economies
and introducing a global digital currency.

How is it that more than 190 governments from all over the world ended up dealing with the COVID-
19 pandemic in almost exactly the same manner, with lockdowns, mask mandates, and vaccination
cards now being commonplace everywhere? The answer may lie in the Young Global Leaders school,
which was established and managed by Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum, and that many
of today’s prominent political and business leaders passed through on their way to the top.

The German economist, journalist, and author Ernst Wolff has revealed some facts about Schwab’s
“Young Global Leaders” school that are relevant for understanding world events during the pandemic
in a video from the German Corona Committee podcast. While Wolff is mainly known as a critic of the
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globalist financial system, recently he has focused on bringing to light what he sees as the hidden
agenda behind the anti-Covid measures being enacted around the world.

Mysterious Beginnings

The story begins with the World Economic Forum (WEF), which is an NGO founded by Klaus
Schwab, a German economist and mechanical engineer, in Switzerland in 1971, when he was only 32.
The WEF is best-known to the public for the annual conferences it holds in Davos, Switzerland each
January that aim to bring together political and business leaders from around the world to discuss the
problems of the day. Today, it is one of the most important networks in the world for the globalist
power elite, being funded by approximately a thousand multinational corporations.

The WEF, which was originally called the European Management Forum until 1987, succeeded in
bringing together 440 executives from 31 nations already at its very first meeting in February 1971,
which as Wolff points out was an unexpected achievement for someone like Schwab, who had very
little international or professional experience prior to this. Wolff believes the reason may be due to the
contacts Schwab made during his university education, including studying with no less a person than
former National Security Advisor and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. Wolff also points out that
while Schwab was there, the Harvard Business School had been in the process of planning a
management forum of their own, and it is possible that Harvard ended up delegating the task of
organizing it to him. 

The Forum initially only brought together people from the economic field, but before long, it began
attracting politicians, prominent figures from the media (including from the BBC and CNN), and even
celebrities.

Schwab’s Young Global Leaders: Incubator of the Great Reset?

In 1992 Schwab established a parallel institution, the Global Leaders for Tomorrow school, which was
re-established as Young Global Leaders in 2004. Attendees at the school must apply for admission and
are then subjected to a rigorous selection process. Members of the school’s very first class in 1992
already included many who went on to become important liberal political figures, such as Angela
Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy, and Tony Blair. There are currently about 1,300 graduates of this school, and
the list of alumni includes several names of those who went on to become leaders of the health
institutions of their respective nations. Four of them are former and current health ministers for
Germany, including Jens Spahn, who has been Federal Minister of Health since 2018. Philipp Rösler,
who was Minister of Health from 2009 until 2011, was appointed the WEF’s Managing Director by
Schwab in 2014. 

Other notable names on the school’s roster are Jacinda Ardern, the Prime Minister of New Zealand
whose stringent lockdown measures have been praised by global health authorities; Emmanuel Macron,
the President of France; Sebastian Kurz, who was until recently the Chancellor of Austria; Viktor
Orbán, Prime Minister of Hungary; Jean-Claude Juncker, former Prime Minister of Luxembourg and
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President of the European Commission; and Annalena Baerbock, the leader of the German Greens who
was the party’s first candidate for Chancellor in this year’s federal election, and who is still in the
running to be Merkel’s successor. We also find California Governor Gavin Newsom on the list, who
was selected for the class of 2005, as well as former presidential candidate and current US Secretary of
Transportation Peter Buttigieg, who is a very recent alumnus, having been selected for the class of
2019. All of these politicians who were in office during the past two years have favored harsh
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic, and which also happened to considerably increase their
respective governments’ power.

 

But the school’s list of alumni is not limited to political leaders. We also find many of the captains of
private industry there, including Microsoft’s Bill Gates, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, Virgin’s Richard
Branson, and the Clinton Foundation’s Chelsea Clinton. Again, all of them expressed support for the
global response to the pandemic, and many reaped considerable profits as a result of the measures.

 

 

Wolff believes that the people behind the WEF and the Global Leaders school are the ones who really
determine who will become political leaders, although he stresses that he doesn’t believe that Schwab
himself is the one making these decisions but is merely a facilitator. He further points out that the
school’s alumni include not only Americans and Europeans, but also people from Asia, Africa, and
South America, indicating that its reach is truly worldwide.

In 2012, Schwab and the WEF founded yet another institution, the “Global Shapers Community,”
which brings together those identified by them as having leadership potential from around the world
who are under 30. Approximately 10,000 participants have passed through this program to date, and
they regularly hold meetings in 400 cities. Wolff believes that it is yet another proving ground where
future political leaders are being selected, vetted, and groomed before being positioned in the world’s
political apparatus.
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Wolff points out that very few graduates of the Global Leaders school list it on their CVs. He says that
he has only seen it listed on one: namely, that of the German economist Richard Werner, who is a
known critic of the establishment. Wolff suggests that the school seems to like to include even critics of
the system among its ranks, as another name among its graduates is Gregor Hackmack, the German
chief of Change.org, who was in its 2010 class. Wolff believes this is because the organization wants to
present itself as being fair and balanced, although it also wants to ensure that its critics are controlled
opposition.

Another thing that the Global Leaders graduates have in common is that most of them have very sparse
CVs apart from their participation in the program prior to being elevated to positions of power, which
may indicate that it is their connection to Schwab’s institutions that is the decisive factor in launching
their careers. This is most evident when the school’s alumni are publicly questioned about issues that
they have not been instructed to talk about in advance, and their struggles to come up with answers are
often quite evident. Wolff contends that their roles are only to act as mouthpieces for the talking points
that those in the shadows behind them want discussed in public debate.

Schwab’s Yes Men in Action

Given the growing discontent with the anti-Covid measures put into practice by the school’s graduates
who are now national leaders, Wolff believes it is possible that these people were selected due to their
willingness to do whatever they are told, and that they are being set up to fail so that the subsequent
backlash can be exploited to justify the creation of a new global form of government. Indeed, Wolff
notes that politicians with unique personalities and strong, original views have become rare, and that the
distinguishing character of the national leaders of the past 30 years has been their meekness and
adherence to a strict globalist line dictated from above. This has been especially evident in most
countries’ response to the pandemic, where politicians who knew nothing about viruses two years ago
suddenly proclaimed that Covid was a severe health crisis that justified locking people up in their
homes, shutting down their businesses, and wrecking entire economies.

Determining exactly how the school operates is difficult, but Wolff has managed to learn something
about it. In the school’s early years, it involved the members of each class meeting several times over
the course of a year, including a ten-day “executive training” session at the Harvard Business School.

Ernst Wolff
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Wolff believes that, through meeting their classmates and becoming part of a wider network, the
graduates then establish contacts who they rely on in their later careers. Today, the school’s program
includes courses offered over the course of five years at irregular intervals, which in some cases may
overlap with the beginnings of some of its participants’ political or professional careers – meaning they
will be making regular visits to Davos. Emmanuel Macron and Peter Buttigieg, for example, were
selected for the school less than five years ago, which means it is possible they have been regularly
attending Young Global Leaders-related programs while in political office and may in fact still be
attending them today.

A Worldwide Network of Wealth & In�uence

Graduates from the Young Global Leaders school, and Global Leaders for Tomorrow before them, find
themselves very well-situated given that they then have access to the WEF’s network of contacts. The
WEF’s current Board of Trustees includes such luminaries as Christine Lagarde, former Managing
Director of the International Monetary Fund and current President of the European Central Bank;
Queen Rania of Jordan, who has been ranked by Forbes as one of the 100 most powerful women in
the world; and Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, the largest investment management corporation
internationally and which handles approximately $9 trillion annually. By tracing the connections
between the school’s graduates, Wolff claims that you can see that they continue to rely on each other
for support for their initiatives long after they participated in the Global Leaders programs.

Wolff believes that many elite universities play a role in the process determined by the WEF, and that
they should no longer be seen as operating outside of the fields of politics and economics. He cites the
example of the Harvard Business School, which receives millions of dollars from donors each year, as
well as the Harvard School of Public Health, which was renamed the Harvard T. H. Chan School of
Public Health after it received $350 million from the Hong Kong-born billionaire Gerald Chan. The
same is true of the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, which became the Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health after media mogul Michael Bloomberg donated $1.8 billion to the
school in 2018.

Wolff states that the WEF’s influence goes far beyond those who have passed through the Global
Leaders and Global Shapers programs, however, as the number of people who participate in the annual
Davos conferences is much larger than many suspect; he mentions being informed that approximately
1,500 private jets bring attendees to the event each year, overloading Switzerland’s airports.

The Alliance of Big Business & Government

The main goal of the WEF’s activities, Wolff believes, is to facilitate and further high-level cooperation
between big business and national governments, something which we are already seeing take place.
Viviane Fischer, another participant in the Corona Committee podcast, points out that the British-based
company Serco processes migrants for the British government and also manages prisons around the
world, among its many other activities. The pharmaceutical industry’s international reach is also
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considerable: Wolff mentions that Global Leaders alumnus Bill Gates, for example, had long been
doing business with Pfizer, one of the main producers of the controversial mRNA anti-Covid vaccines,
through his Foundation’s public health initiatives in Africa since long before the pandemic began.
Perhaps not coincidentally, Gates has become one of the foremost champions of lockdowns and the
Covid vaccines since they became available, and The Wall Street Journal has reported that his
Foundation had made approximately $200 billion in “social benefits” from distributing vaccines before
the pandemic had even begun. One can only imagine what its vaccine profits are today.

Digital technology, which is now all-pervasive, is also playing a prominent role in the elite’s global
designs. Wolff highlights that BlackRock, run by Global Leaders alumnus Larry Fink, is presently the
largest advisor to the world’s central banks and has been collecting data on the world financial system
for more than 30 years now, and undoubtedly has a greater understanding of how the system works
than the central banks themselves.

One of the goals of the current policies being pursued by many governments, Wolff believes, is to
destroy the businesses of small- and medium-sized entrepreneurs so that multinational corporations
based in the United States and China can monopolize business everywhere. Amazon, which was led
until recently by Global Leaders alumnus Jeff Bezos, in particular has made enormous profits as a result
of the lockdown measures that have devastated the middle class. 

Wolff contends that the ultimate goal of this domination by large platforms is to see the introduction of
digital bank currency. Just in the past few months, China’s International Finance Forum, which is
similar to the WEF, proposed the introduction of the digital yuan, which could in turn be
internationalized by the Diem blockchain-based currency network. Interestingly, Diem is the successor
to Libra, a cryptocurrency that was first announced by Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook, indicating that a
global currency that will transcend the power of either the dollar or the yuan, and managed through the
cooperation of Chinese, European, and American business networks, is currently being discussed. The
International Finance Forum’s supervisory board includes such names as the WEF’s Christine Lagarde;
Jean-Claude Trichet, the former President of the European Central Bank; and Horst Köhler, the former
Head of the International Monetary Fund.

Wolff further explains that the lockdowns and subsequent bailouts that were seen around the world
over the past two years left many nations on the verge of bankruptcy. In order to avoid an economic
catastrophe, the governments of the world resorted to drawing on 650 billion special drawing rights, or
SDRs, which are supplementary foreign exchange reserve assets managed by the International
Monetary Fund. When these eventually come due, it will leave these same governments in dire straits,
which is why it may be that the introduction of digital currency has become a sudden priority – and this
may have been the hidden purpose of the lockdowns all along. 

Wolff says that two European countries are already prepared to begin using digital currency: Sweden
and Switzerland. Perhaps not coincidentally, Sweden has had virtually no lockdown restrictions due to
the pandemic, and Switzerland has taken only very light measures. Wolff believes that the reason for
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this may be that the two countries did not need to crash their economies through lockdown measures
because they were already prepared to begin using digital currency before the pandemic began. He
contends that a new round of lockdowns may be being prepared that will finish off the world’s
economies for good, leading to massive unemployment and in turn the introduction of Universal Basic
Income and the use of a digital currency managed by a central bank. This currency might be restricted,
both in terms of what individuals can spend it on as well as in the time frame that one has to spend it in.

Further, Wolff indicates that the inflation currently being seen around the world is an inevitable
consequence of the fact that national governments, after taking loans from the central banks, have
introduced approximately $20 trillion into the global economy in less than two years. Whereas previous
bailouts were directed into the markets, this latest round has gone to ordinary people, and as a result,
this is driving up the prices of products that ordinary people spend their money on, such as food. 

Democracy Has Been Cancelled

The ultimate conclusion one must draw from all of this, according to Wolff, is that democracy as we
knew it has been silently cancelled, and that although the appearance of democratic processes is being
maintained in our countries, the fact is that an examination of how governance around the world works
today shows that an elite of super-wealthy and powerful individuals effectively control everything that
goes on in politics, as has been especially evident in relation to the pandemic response. 

The best way to combat their designs, Wolff says, is simply to educate people about what is happening,
and for them to realize that the narrative of the “super-dangerous virus” is a lie that has been designed
to manipulate them into accepting things that run contrary to their own interests. If even 10% of
ordinary citizens become aware of this and decide to take action, it could thwart the elite’s plans and
perhaps open a window for ordinary citizens to take back control over their own destinies.

Video Interview

Ernst Wolff is interviewed in this series of videos by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, a German lawyer and
politician who hosts a podcast called Corona Ausschuss (Corona Committee), which critically
examines the German government’s response to the pandemic. These videos are taken from one of their
podcasts. Also on the group chat are Viviane Fischer, a business attorney and economist based in Berlin
who is a regular participant on the Corona Committee; and Wolfgang Wodarg, a former German
Member of Parliament for the Social Democratic Party who has been vocal in opposing the German
government’s lockdown and vaccination measures.

Part I
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The fall of EU!
November 10, 2021 at 9:53 pm

Fuellmich’s Corona Committee is a big joke!
Where the heck is the NUREMBERG II TRIAL for all these criminals and terrorists mentioned in this
article and their criminal followers continuing every day doing these crimes against humanity?

Reply

OzRita
November 11, 2021 at 2:05 am

1. Every heard of David v. Goliath ?
2. The Corona Committee does this (dangerous) work UNPAID
3. One of their members, Dr. Wodarg, saved many lives, when he, nearly singlehandedly (medically
highly and specifically qualified) also had political clout as a German MP and stopped the predecessor
of this present genocidal con, the “swine flu vaccinations” after “only” 54 or so deaths.

4. Question: What are you doing ?

Reply

Kathie Morris
November 14, 2021 at 6:48 am

WONDERFUL reply 😍

Reply

Sanjeev Chowdhury
November 22, 2021 at 4:29 pm

Agree completely.

Reply

Nick Murray
December 6, 2021 at 5:49 am

Agree as well!

Reply

Phillis Stein
November 16, 2021 at 1:53 am

I heard that Nuremberg trials were being commenced in at least 6 different countries. So, I will have to
check up on this. However, NONE of us must sit and wait to be “saved” by others – we ALL must act.
Self-responsibility is the goal, not victim consciousness, IMO.
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Reply

Joan
January 15, 2022 at 3:07 am

Phillis, Our failure to participate fully in the political process helped us to get here. This man wants
everything done for him & cannot see beyond the end of his own nose. Thanks Reiner Fuellmich & the
others with you. You have made the largest contribution to our understanding of this thing, of any other
person or entity on the planet.

Reply

CK_
November 16, 2021 at 2:37 am

Fuellmich has tried- but these legal cases are subject to corrupt judges- and can take years. He openly
wondered if the legal system is hopelessly corrupt in a recent interview. He concludes the answer is yes
re: the German legal system.

Reply

julie
November 21, 2021 at 8:16 am

The courts are corrupt. Here in NZ we lost a case using the Bill of Rights and we lost because of some
very BROAD clause that says it can be overwritten should there be any majority rule under special
circumstances blah blah blah. So they can basically change it and manipulate it any way they like to
win.
The need to be removed first THEN trialed!

Reply

Joan
January 15, 2022 at 3:03 am

Please shut up. Do you think he can do this all himself? Can you get off your @ss?

Reply

anni
February 15, 2022 at 1:47 pm

No, not by himself but with the help of God, just like David!!!!!

Reply

D
January 18, 2022 at 9:19 pm
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I know the clock is ticking and for many people around the world the time is soon up. Austria will have
a 100% vaxxed population or be in a state of civil war in just a month. Australia has become a full
blown police-state. The noose is tightening and we do ALL feel its grip around the neck. But please,
do NOT lash out on those few who are actually doing something. They are doing a lot more than most.
Court cases takes time and effort to build, especially if you plan to win against the richest and most
powerful people in the world.

Reply

OzRita
November 11, 2021 at 2:13 am

Outstanding Work, Rair Foundation USA !

Now we can only hope that those who really want to look closer at what this vile stench is, that comes
from under the skirts of “We-Need-to-save-you-from-Corona-its-for-your-own-good-and-health”, have
a staying power greater than that of a humming bird on speed, and stay with it.

Reply

The fall of EU!
November 11, 2021 at 10:30 am

To OzRita:

For your information:
That is the whole point. We are all waiting for those lazy lawyers that they will do something, and fast!
Nuremberg II Trial should had started already.
But if those lazy lawyers aren’t going to do something, civil war is inevitable!

Reply

Brian
December 20, 2021 at 10:48 am

Dr. Fullmich came back from retirement in California as he was so shocked by the c*v*d events. Lazy?
that is a statement of ignorance.

Reply

Jude Meritus
February 21, 2022 at 5:21 pm

How will these admirable, dogged freedom fighters possibly turn back the tide when the Davos elite,
most politicians, medics (all NHS complicit Drs, nurses, volunteer vaccinators, administrators etc )in
190 countries, scientists, professors, TV and MMS journalists, SocialMedia and Dystopian
Misinformation websites, not to mention the vaxx manufacturers and most of their employees, your
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local officials who handed out the money, banks, publishers and printers, PPE and mask producers (for
useless products) fake PCR and lateral flow suppliers, tracing apps, celebrities, advertisers and their
agencies worldwide and countless others who supported the deception and subsequent tyranny
(including those lazy/conspiratorial lawyers and judges?) many who have made billions in the shortest
time ever in history. And what about the sheeple, civil servants, false religious leaders and assorted
criminals and confidence tricksters. Oh, and the NHS Immunisation Officer who phoned 2 days ago to
try to persuade my wife and I to take the poison. Not much sign of repentance in any of them.

Nuremburg II is a legitimate idea but a false hope!

Their is a hope, but we won’t see that in the news! Bible prophecy saw it all and there is a Saviour –
and forgiveness for those with eyes to see who will earnestly seek him.

Reply

Todt
February 22, 2022 at 11:31 am

Es steht geschrieben wehe denen die Gesetze erlassen um andere in Unglück zu stürzen.

Reply

Robespieree
November 11, 2021 at 11:26 pm

If this is true some of these individuals will get a lead based vaccine, I fear. Perhaps they should refer to
the French Revolution

Reply

BERNIE
November 11, 2021 at 11:31 pm

ALEX JONES WAS RIGHT!

Reply

ajl
November 14, 2021 at 12:35 am

…abt some things. Wrong abt a lot of others.

Reply

Kathie Morris
November 14, 2021 at 6:50 am

Alex Jones is a genius..
& like most genii, he can be wacky at times.
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He’s almost always 100%. Say 99.9%.

Reply

boboc
November 22, 2021 at 8:11 am

Alex Jones is controlled opposition. His job is to seduce people by speaking a lot of unspoken truths
and make anyone associated with these ideas seem crazy by association. Ultimately though, he’s
working for Israel and he is no friend to anyone seeking to expose lies and corruption.

Reply

Parrot Repeater
November 22, 2021 at 9:32 pm

Proof? Or did you parrot repeat someone else again? I bet you’ve done 0 original research ever in your
entire life. You should go work at CNN or Foxnews so you can parrot repeat what others write on a
screen. You seem to be very good at that.

Reply

gino
November 27, 2021 at 3:50 am

you are a parrot. some people stopped watching alex jones when he started to become more main
stream. because he started to change his narrative especially regarding israel. because you are either a
fake commenter or stupid i did the research for you. https://www.bitchute.com/video/48l6vH8IRZEq/

Rick Halverson
December 31, 2021 at 9:02 pm

And just exactly how would you know this about Jones. Stop bullshitting and do some research.

Reply

gino
November 27, 2021 at 2:41 am

the original alex jones.
here…. https://www.bitchute.com/video/48l6vH8IRZEq/

he is compromised somehow now.

Reply

Let's go Brandon
November 11, 2021 at 11:52 pm

Schwab, Gates and Soros need to share some Polonium Tea amongst themselves.
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Reply

blah
November 13, 2021 at 8:00 pm

This

Reply

Zeke308
November 12, 2021 at 12:03 am

Schwab, that’s an Irish name, right?

Reply

R M J
November 16, 2021 at 8:18 am

Archbishop Vigano recently in a (Italian language) video, now on bitchute, but removed from YT
called him Klaus Schwab Rothschild

Reply

a
December 21, 2021 at 1:50 pm

His mother was a Rothschild – no surprise there.

Reply

T.S.
January 6, 2022 at 1:11 am

Uum, if I’m not mistaken that’s a Rothschild name.

Reply

jtk@kli.xx
November 12, 2021 at 12:39 am

Actually, according to Dr. Jos. Farrell, he has much deeper and murkier origins than that…

He has ties to Germany’s nuclear weapons trade and his family ran a forced labor camp during the
second war.

https://gizadeathstar.com/2021/03/ernst-stavro-blohfeld-er-klaus-schwab-a-family-history/

Reply
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Kathie Morris
November 14, 2021 at 6:53 am

I saw in a family tree that he is of the Rothschild dynasty.

Reply

kiwi
November 15, 2021 at 6:50 pm

yes he is a communist

Reply

Starseed
November 21, 2021 at 1:39 am

Correction he’s a “JESUIT”

Reply

Steve
January 7, 2022 at 11:27 pm

Don’t be fooled by Alex Jones.
Jesuit puppets all

False Hope
November 12, 2021 at 12:47 am

I’m shocked !!!! Not. Time to expose these villains.

Reply

YogicCowboy
November 12, 2021 at 1:58 am

Klaus Schwab is a mechanical engineer: Human beings are not persons to him; they are objects to be
manipulated. He is, simply and truly, a mad social(-ist) scientist. Look at the face of Klaus Schwab: He
is as ugly on the outside as he is on the inside.

This all is communism by another name: a select group of self-appointed tyrants forming the de facto
Central Committee, holding all wealth and power, with the entire rest of the populace helplessly
impoverished and disempowered.

Klaus Schwab is both insane and evil – as are most (if not all) of the vaunted graduates of this
diabolical non-governmental organization (especially William Gates III): unaccountable billionaires and
millionaires, many of whom are also unelected.
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Is Klaus Schwab going to “own nothing, have no privacy, and be completely happy”, under The Great
Reset? To ask the question is to have the answer.

Reply

Kathie Morris
November 14, 2021 at 6:57 am

They were, & still are, I’m sure, behind Maos rise in China, & Xi Pings. He was educated in one of
their many specially funded colleges / universities.
I suggest they’re using CCP & Xi to achieve their agenda/s.

Reply

Lawrence Leclair
December 27, 2021 at 5:08 am

I’m sure Mr. Schwab is well-intentioned and has all humanitys’ best interests at heart. He and his
cohorts are doing needed planning, not for more power or wealth, but because they wish to serve their
fellow human beings in the best possible way. We should trust them to do the right thing because they
are smarter and wiser than most of us deplorables. I for one am looking forward to universal Basic
Income and a global digital currency. Simplifies things and makes everything more convenient.

Reply

David Turgeon
January 22, 2022 at 10:32 pm

The simplicity and convenience of slaves. Ugh. Your post has all the stilted syntax and kumbaya
naïveté of the typical sock-puppet.

Reply

Dan
February 24, 2022 at 8:49 pm

I think he is being sarcastic Dave.

Reply

Ren
March 21, 2022 at 1:15 pm

“Social” engineer. Though his behaviors could be called antisocial.
I have no issues with engineering things as mechanists do.
Engineering people as though they were things is dehumanizing.

Reply
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Brigitte
November 12, 2021 at 2:33 am

Can this article be translated into Spanish?

Reply

Saxon
December 23, 2021 at 1:24 am

Look up ImTranslator.net and download their app. It’ll translate 90 different languages.

Reply

Bernie
November 12, 2021 at 4:45 am

Alex Jones was Right!!!

Reply

Greg Burton
November 13, 2021 at 4:51 am

How is it that more than 190 governments from all over the world ended up dealing with the COVID-
19 pandemic in almost exactly the same manner, with lockdowns, mask mandates, and vaccination
cards now being commonplace everywhere?

The thousands of Freemason lodges that dot the planet, led by the 33° Masons at the highest initiation.
The Synarchy running the planetary COVID-19 gulag and genocide operation

Supranational society: Masterlist of 2,000 NGOs and the Top 400 People in them
https://isgp-studies.com/ngo-list-foundations-and-think-tanks-worldwide#synarchist-movement-of-
empire

BRITISH (PRIVY COUNCIL) OVERTHROW OF TRUMP AND WHAT’S LEFT OF AMERICA
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3e9G7jghgNpe/

33 REASONS WHY WE NEED TO RESEARCH CORONAVIRUS | Global Freemason ‘Call to
Arms’
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ixWH0yhsdR3R/

Synarchy I & II
http://www.amatterofmind.us/synarchy/synarchy-i-ii/

Synarchy III & IV
http://www.amatterofmind.us/synarchy/synarchy-iii-iv/
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Lord Palmerston, Giuseppe Mazzini and Albert Pike plan for Illuminati global dominion.
https://ia601900.us.archive.org/16/items/albert-pike-letter-to-
mazzini/Albert%20Pike%20Letter%20to%20Mazzini.pdf

Reply

Just Spock
November 15, 2021 at 5:11 pm

No. You are getting off target.

Reply

Phillis Stein
November 16, 2021 at 2:11 am

Not really – ALL is connected – this is a VAST web of deceit.

Reply

Goran
November 17, 2021 at 3:35 am

And this:

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/insider-exposes-freemasonry-as-the-worlds-oldest-secret-religion-
and-the-luciferian-plans-for-the-new-world-order/

Reply

Sanjeev Star Hutheram
November 13, 2021 at 6:19 pm

Eastern literature alerted us eons ago of these marauding western nations that only recently started to
experience “civilisation.”While Eastern nations were donnning silks these nations were running around
in animal skins pilfering from and plundering nations that already acquired knowledge of the
cosmos,medicine and mathematics ++.Eastern cuisine is also an accomplished science …I could go on
but the the thing is,until the west learns to have power over the base emotions and thinking,they will
always be a threat to Humankind.

Reply

Joseph Hutton
November 13, 2021 at 9:40 pm

If this is so true, why do you from those “esteemed” eastern nations clamor to get into the west? Your
hypocrisy runneth over.

Reply
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Simo Djordjevic
November 15, 2021 at 8:09 am

Sorry Joseph, but you seem to have your head deep in the sand..the glamour of western society, or
western capitalism, to whom everyone is attracted, it is a night light that attract night butterflys and
other insects..in other words, it is a trap, that made people in western society zombi..democracy can’t be
“sold” without a glamorous lifestyle..how do you think people became multi billionaires..think about
that brother..cheers

Reply

Cuppy
November 16, 2021 at 11:01 am

Capitalism isn’t a western, eastern, northern, or southern thing. And what business is it of yours, how
much profit a person makes? None! It’s NONE of your business in any way shape or form or yours to
dictate how much or what they must do with it. PERIOD! Furthermore, you don’t seem to understand
that is how more MONEY is legitimately made and introduced into the economy meaning the buying
power of a dollar. A dollar having a 100% worth in buying power is the goal but realistically not
possible. Governments just printing more money with nothing of value to give it worth, now makes the
buying power of a dollar is now 30 cents [I actually don’t know the current value, I used 30 cents as an
example].
It was the western countries, specifically, the U.K. and U.S.A creating the Industrial revolution.
Capitalism created that and the world over benefitted. Socialism, contrary to popular
belief/understanding is a Monetary System, not a type of Government. Marxism aka Communism is a
type of Government. Socialism does dictate how a Government system operates and it is to the
detriment of it’s citizens and inevitably the Government is no longer a Democracy, Republic,
Parliamentarian, it becomes Communist. Keep in mind, Marx, who was a Journalist [it’s always the
friggen Journalists], advanced his Utopian form of a Government system while having called it a
theory. A friggen Theory by one of the most Narcissistic, in-love with himself, self-absorbed, insanely
arrogant, malicious, petty, delusional Tyrant.

The word, Capitalism was made up by a Marxist (I do not remember their name. Only heard it once.
Mark Levin mentioned it on his radio show, easily 6 months ago). Still using the word because it’s
become synonymous, what is actually being practiced is Crony Capitalism. What real “Capitalism” is
actually a Free Market economy and is natural occurrence of a free people. Bartering is Free Market
economics. At one point in time late B.C., early A.D. years, sticks of wood were used, notches made in
it to denote a value. Actually, when the English settlers came to the now U.S., Tobacco was the
currency. I never knew that until recently, thanks to a Milton Freidman video clip. You might also want
to give Milton Freidman a listen. Plenty of videos on YouTube.

I’m assuming you live somewhere in Europe, more specifically, you don’t live in the U.S.. We’re NOT
a democracy. Pure Democracies are Mob rule and fail, just like Marxist States always fail, causing
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suffering along the way and taking millions of innocent life when it falls. Rome and Greece were
Republics, lasting a very long time. Each having ended from enemies within who were corrupted
people.

Maybe you should read some of the books from the U.S. Founding Fathers booklist. Not for insight
into the U.S. beginnings, while it does offer that, it really isn’t relevant to the suggestion. The insight
the books provide is what is relevant and, beneficial. Some of the authors are Plato, Socrates,
Tocqueville, a couple others that I cannot recall right now. Please don’t think by my suggesting book
reading, that I’m back-hand insulting you, your intelligence or education.

Here is another video that everyone should hear.
The title is: I, Pencil. I cannot stress enough how important this is.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYO3tOqDISE

Reply

Simo Djordjevic
November 15, 2021 at 7:53 am

So right Sanjeev, the evil in their mind stems from their dna..

Reply

lol
November 19, 2021 at 5:22 pm

yall still shittin the streets and wiping with your left hands?

Reply

Dan
December 9, 2021 at 6:43 am

India is a shithole

Reply

Lawrence Leclair
December 27, 2021 at 5:18 am

Who in India has power over the base emotions existing in the unimaginable slums of Mumbai,
Kalkatta and Delhi? Having knowledge of the cosmos, medicine, etc. should translate into a basic grasp
of what is needed to improve a country’s basic standard of living, wouldn’t you think?

Reply

Eric
November 14, 2021 at 6:41 pm
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Washington State’s Governor, Jay Inslee, is one of the key players who regularly avoids scrutiny..
With ties to WEF, Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates, MckInsey & Co, CCP and more je should be high on
everyone’s list of concern..
He has dwelt in the shadows to long and it is apparent he has sway, including recent anointment of
political peers to Biden Admin….
Beware America..
Jay Inslee is a snake in the grass..

Reply

Victoria
February 25, 2022 at 3:05 pm

I would love a link for this information. Thanks

Reply

Marcelo Gomez Grecco
November 15, 2021 at 11:49 am

Excelente. La élite global a quedado expuesta. ¡Gracias!

Reply

Jimmi
November 16, 2021 at 1:41 am

How is it all those Govs doing the same thing?
Everyone has been clearly told since GFC 2008 that the whole world is DEBT which is growing more
& more now over 300Trillion.
When all the world’s Govs are in debt to private companies who are all partners (Pharma, bankers)
THATS how its possible that all those Govs react the same way, DICTATED BY THEIR
CREDITORS.

Reply

Phillis Stein
November 16, 2021 at 2:03 am

This is an excellent analysis by Ernst Wolff – thank you for this – and I think you have certainly
unearthed something very important here. However, please don’t stop there. Something else I came
across, when trying to understand why the state of Victoria in Australia was acting the way it was, was
the UN’s Strong Cities Network. This is another piece of the puzzle, IMO, that we would do well to
add to this equation. There are MANY such organizations and groups – including Freemasonry, Fabian
Societies, Eugenics organizations, and innumerable NGOs – which are all operating under the covers.
We need to look into and be aware of ALL of them. For example, it didn’t take me long to find out that
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of the 400 cities that had applied to become part of the UN Strong Cities Network, Victoria in Australia
was in the first tranche of approvals. There were at least 2 or 3 US cities in that approval also, and
many other cities. What I can say is that these plans WILL be defeated – but people remaining asleep
will cause us more pain in getting there than we might have otherwise.

Reply

A David
November 19, 2021 at 11:13 pm

Thank you, Phillis,
I was thinking something like this right through reading the article..
and then you wrote it..

Victorian Resident,
Innocent, recently, brutally
arrested in local Park, country Victoria, as part of
theatrically staged “Propaganda Exercise”

Reply

Natalia Boudennaia
December 10, 2021 at 7:39 am

I’ve been thinking about this for the last two days and found the answer in your comment. Thank you. I
suspect that in every country there are people associated with the Schwab network

Reply

CK_
November 16, 2021 at 2:40 am

Here’s Ernst Wolff’s earlier speech about the financial motive for the Great Reset.

https://tessa.substack.com/p/ernst-wolff-digital-financial-complex

Here is the motive for the clot shots:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/06/no_author/the-unthinkable-culling-the-population-to-balance-
the-books/

Reply

Tweety
November 19, 2021 at 9:31 pm

Well,Well Well Young Global Leaders,A good many of these Global Young Leaders(With Veteran’s
Day still being fresh) are the same ones during Vietnam when drafted,Burned their Draft
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Cards,Mommy and Daddy had influence when their snot-nose brat got drafted.”Like Hell my Son or
Daughter going to serve,their chosen Young Leader”.Then Daddy pulls strings to make sure they don’t

Reply

Fritz Freud
November 21, 2021 at 1:40 pm

Lying by omission.
There is one thing nobody knows least nobody reports.
And that is the connection between Elon Musk Klaus Schwab DARPA Harvard and through DARPA
the CIa and more.
https://fritzfreud.substack.com/p/klaus-schwab-darpa-harvard-elon-musk
Harvard has a Wyss Foundation in which they produced “Omnivaxx” a platform for the mrna vaxx
together with programmable nanoparticles and even a smart mask indigestable chips and other utopian
technology right out of Aldous Huxley’s Brave new World.
Nobody seeks power to give it up, they seek power to punish us for our very existence and they all
have one thing in common:
They are “possessed” by the thought that they are superior to us and have all the rights in this world
and we are inferior and have no rights at all.
They are the Masterrace we are cattle.
Gosh where did I hear that before…

Reply

Lawrence Leclair
December 27, 2021 at 5:27 am

Well, yeah (to paraphrase the Dude in The Big Lebowski)I might be inferior but I have rights, man. I
want the lawyer that O. J. had. I may be a sheep, but I don’t eat grass. Smoke a little weed now and
then is all.

Reply

jared
November 23, 2021 at 7:08 pm

Who were Klaus’s students?

Reply

Bahmi
December 20, 2021 at 12:28 pm

Newsom, Buttigieg, to name just two. Dirty, filthy commies, one and all.

Reply
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David
November 30, 2021 at 1:10 am

Creation Mystery, web of life man seeded later, man (kind) seeds human an imaginary kind of
man(kind) with fakery claimed by authority offices of power paid by us for services but filling the
Trojan horse vessel with slavery (death) to block off river of life. Magic wand sold out actors with
strings leading to the source A thing cannot be greator than what created it. Real world people, the fake
deadly ignorance scam world oppressing again

Reply

Micky
November 30, 2021 at 5:30 am

I lived in Amman Jordan for 20 years. I witnessed ALL truth in this entire article with my own eyes!!!!!
DAVOS was hosted at the Dead Sea. I have proof that this article is CORRECT!!!! If I did not see the
evidence myself I would not believe that so much evil was possible! This W E F group are 1 million
times worse than Hitler!!!!

Reply

Kathy
December 1, 2021 at 5:18 pm

Does anyone else think it may be a mistake to listen to a dictatorial German??? You’d think we would
know better at this point. We all know how that ends.

Reply

JB
December 1, 2021 at 10:01 pm

Bible talks about a system of false religion (“Babylon whore”) mingling (“fornicating”) with “kings of
the earth”, “great men of the earth” and “the merchants of the earth” in Revelation chapters 17.

https://vimeo.com/536118584

Reply

Ren
March 21, 2022 at 2:00 pm

In Revelation 18 something horrible happens to Babylon and the kings and great merchants lament
greatly. They lose all their goodies somehow.
They own everything–and watch it go up in smoke.

Reply
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Fritz Freud
December 3, 2021 at 7:13 am

Finally people are starting to see the light but just a dim one.
Open your eyes and see more.
The Truth is worse than you think.
Hansjörg Wyss of the Wyss family of Schwab / Escher-Wyss Family connections founded iin Harvard
in 2006 the Wyss foundation where they together with DARPA and Elon Musk Boston Dynamics
devolped a technology called “Neural Lace”.
Neural lace is a superconducting material (Graphene Oxide/Hydroxide) that builds a web /Net / Layer
around you and your brain by which your thoughts and tasks can be monitored and transmitted via
“Neural Link” and “Starlink” and remotely controlled manipulated and terminated.
All this nanotechnology as well as with Omnivax a “plattform” for genetic MRNA desease injection
plan comes from Harvard Wyss courtesy of Klaus Schwab.
It is a private Dictatorschip of mostly hebrew speaking people but worse than ever.
I wrote about this a long time ago in more detail than you would like.
https://fritzfreud.substack.com/p/klaus-schwab-darpa-harvard-elon-musk

Reply

Gayle
December 3, 2021 at 5:14 pm

My gratitude to all of you. The world is waking up. We all need to know that removing ourselves from
these authoritarians and all who carry water for them is crucial. Educate!!!! Yes!!!

Reply

Gosia
December 4, 2021 at 12:54 am

This is the only puzzle I was missing. Amazing work. I was going to look into it and you saved me lots
of time. This is the only thing people have to read and watch and then everyone can check everything
by themselves. Keep going. We’ll done!

Reply

Mavis Miller
December 6, 2021 at 1:06 am

Revelation 18: man proposes but God disposes…

Reply

Franklin T
December 6, 2021 at 6:52 am
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NGO’s are a scourge on the planet. Their work has been largely for ill, making the world a worse
place, less safe, less sound. They are typically led by self-aggrandize know-it-alls who know far less
than they give themselves credit for. The result has been disasterous for humanity as a whole. The
Global Leaders School, like the WEF is a criminal enterprise of the highest order, far worse and far
more insidious than the world has ever seen before. Their toxicity is stealthy, subversive, and ultimately
pure evil and if permitted to continue will lead to a hell on earth of not the final demise of humanity.

Reply

Elizabeth
December 6, 2021 at 1:55 pm

This is an incredible eye opener. Thank you. This is a real conspiracy to take over the world. Some of
these important globalists I hear got together at the constellation on December 4th in Antarctica to
further plans 🙄.

Reply

glenn
December 8, 2021 at 10:38 am

Add the Australian Federal “Health” Minister Greg Hunt. His CV on Linkedin says he was from
“Yale” and worked at the World Economic Forum for a YEAR on Strategy ? He’s just announced he
wont be running in the up coming Federal Election next year, surprise surprise?

Reply

Dana Livingstone
December 12, 2021 at 6:55 pm

Reply

Dana Livingstone
December 12, 2021 at 7:00 pm

I want to thank this journalist for writing this article exposing the truth of what has been going on by
these sinister horrid people. The human race is part of this planet. No one is above another to decide
our fate and especially taking our freedom of rights away. Stand Up in Canada and all nations against
tyranny. May good over come this disgusting evil

Reply

stewy
December 12, 2021 at 11:47 pm

Right on Dana Livingstone! Couldn’t agree more! I live in Canada too….maybe fate will throw us
together sometime so we can talk about this over coffee!
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Reply

Moneycircus
December 14, 2021 at 5:43 am

The Great Reset — A future retrospective
See also “Naming the Names” from October.

https://moneycircus.substack.com/p/the-great-reset-is-complete

Reply

TRUTHFACE
December 15, 2021 at 3:42 pm

MASSIVE STORY HERE . HEARD IT THROUGH HEYDON MUSIC PAGE..which
coincidentally,is under tech assault right now at Bitchute AND Rumble!) that great show …got it from
INFOWARS. thanks for this urgent message!
#GODWINS #KNOWTHEENEMY

Reply

Steve King
December 19, 2021 at 7:46 pm

I pray that Ernst Wolff has excellent and highly trained personal security.

Reply

Miskondukt
December 21, 2021 at 3:08 pm

Well, there was an agreement between the WEF and the UN to “accelerate the implementation of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”

https://www.weforum.org/press/2019/06/world-economic-forum-and-un-sign-strategic-partnership-
framework

Reply

Chris
December 21, 2021 at 10:49 pm

Is there a link where I can see the list of all the people who attended these “schools?” There are a few
local leaders who are lesser-known that I would like to know if they are on these graduate lists.

Reply
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Janet Levy
December 24, 2021 at 4:15 pm

Is it possible to view the list of the 1,300 individuals who have been trained by the World Economic
Forum as “global leaders?”

Reply

Renee Nal
December 24, 2021 at 6:13 pm

You can find them all here: https://www.younggloballeaders.org/community

Reply

sittinhere
January 19, 2022 at 10:55 am

It’s that club that none of us want to be a member of……the Satanist Club of the New World Order.
They all signed up to be fried for life…..eternally! What a bunch of dummies believing the lies of
Satan. He comes to confuse, steal, and kill…..and does not exclude anyone in his agenda. All of these
dummies will soon find out.

Reply

The fall of EU!
December 26, 2021 at 5:33 am

The WORST part of this PLANdemic IS those idiots and GENOCIDE CRIMINALS: BILL GATES,
FAUCI, AND SCHWABE and their ass lickers in every country!

”
Bill Gates cancels his holiday plans, says ‘we could be entering the worst part of the pandemic’
BY KURT SCHLOSSER on December 21, 2021 at 9:25 am
“

Reply

Fritz Freud
December 30, 2021 at 7:21 pm

Of course this is all just scratching the surface.
You see the so called “Vax Mandate” is to connect you to this whole AI warfare Infrastructure through
Darpa Musk Wyss programmable Nanoparticles Neural Lace.
That means all politicians such as Merkel vdL Macron Biden Clinton Boris they are all controlled to do
just that.
Money and pedophilia controls them.
Follow the money.
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Cui Bono?
The Media has been bought a long time ago.
https://fritzfreud.substack.com/p/klaus-schwab-darpa-harvard-elon-musk

Reply

alvin Crosby
December 31, 2021 at 12:33 am

Now the pieces all fall into place , wat a tyrannical mess ! Who’s going to clean up ?

Reply

Morosamguten
January 4, 2022 at 5:50 pm

Schwab’s “Young Global Leaders”, what a sick joke!

At the age of 25, a fit young man may become a platoon leader in the Army. At the age of 30, he might
be a company commander! And at the age of 30, that is about as much leadership as any young man
can handle.

The term “young global leader” is as such an oxymoron, with a strong emphasis on the moron-part.
These people are not capable of leading global-anything!

My brutal conclusion is thus pretty horrendous:

Klaus Schwab’s “Young Global Leaders” are nothing but the new Hitler Youth.

They look like The Hitler Youth of Globalism…

Young, arrogant and completely unknowing of their own vast limitations.

Crack that, and it all makes sense.

Reply

T.S.
January 6, 2022 at 1:16 am

Yes, but are you looking forward to mind control of human beings using 5G to enliven nano-
technology injected into their blood so they’ll always vote commie and cherish the right commie group
thoughts? Are you looking forward to being one of them?

Reply

Brandess
January 21, 2022 at 8:07 pm
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Didn’t Kim Jung Un also go to university in Switzerland? Specifically at Davos?

Reply

Lionel
January 22, 2022 at 4:29 pm

I can name the end game in two words never before used in human history: Capitalist Dictatorship.

Reply

ArnieF
February 26, 2022 at 10:36 pm

or the previous variants include The Fabian Society, or the Technocracy movement or Tony Blair’s
“Third Way” coined during the Clinton years. Its all the same evolution of totalitarian mindset that
controls the masses and profits those on top.

Reply

IraMad
January 30, 2022 at 3:52 pm

These are the arrogant elites who believe they have the right to “thin the herd” worldwide.
Might I propose a thinning (elimination) of these dangerous oligarchs with global domination fantasies.
Wet or dry, one event or many, it’s clear these deluded King-wannabes are a detriment to the evolution
of personal freedom, and should be prevented from further corruption of our lives.
Regardless of their money and power, they are vulnerable humans!
They attacked us with a man-made bio-weapon. Is turnabout fair? Why is there not a bounty?

Reply

Concerned
February 6, 2022 at 1:51 am

Great article. Schwab is on video stating that Putin is a graduate of the Young Global Leaders program.
And former Democrat presidential candidate and member of congress Tulsi Gabbard (D-Hawaii) is
listed as an alumni on the programs official website.
We’ve been usurped and infiltrated at all levels, on a global scale.

Reply

Gabreal Jones
February 16, 2022 at 3:48 pm

Check out : Schwab in September 2017 at the John F. Kennedy School of Government where he
studied 50+ years ago under Heinz Kissinger at : February 15, 2022
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https://vidrebel.wordpress.com/2022/02/07/impeach-biden-harris-fauci-yellen-austin-et-al/#comments
Klaus Schwab : “we are proud that we have penetrated the cabinets” mentioning Merkel / Putin et al.
during a talk he gave at the John F. Kennedy School of Government where he studied under Heinz
Kissinger “his coach” 50+ years ago.

“On a global scale” In India the state Uttar Pradesh with a population of 200+ million people & Japan
appllied Ivermectin / they are covidfree. Of course not mentioned in the msm of the “free” West.

But there is hope for EU / USA etc. Denmark anounced this week to halt all “vaccinations – population
extermination tools – of Klaus S. c.s.

CIA O

CIA O

Reply

Vrijheid
February 7, 2022 at 7:02 pm

how come Trudeau, Freeland and Jagmeet Singh are not mentioned. Trudeau and Singh are
“graduates” and Freeland (Deputy PM is actually on the board of the WEF

Reply

Marion
February 8, 2022 at 1:44 pm

A brilliant view, or rather assessment, of the world today!
Scary as hell!
If any doubters are around – if they have the guts to actually overcome their fear of acceptance, that
their world is not a haven of good fortune for them to achieve their dream status – we might be able to
take a stance.
No wonder the German Courts are lamed .. but it will be too late once they realise they’re also tossed
aside!

Thank You so much Michael Lord .

Reply

Jimmy
February 12, 2022 at 7:57 pm

Learning Klaus is a big fan of technology it would not be a surprise if he has all his graduate’s chipped
and/or under MK ultra mind control given how little time they spend in a classroom yet how they
follow his plan.
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Of course, dropping large chunks of cash into their bank accounts also helps.

Reply

Mr J M Evans
February 14, 2022 at 10:56 am

Something just picked up on , Its the John Hopkins study that discredited all of the lockdowns for only
saving 0.2 percent of deaths. I have an awfull feeling about this, from day one the threat never justified
the over reaction, and you have to bear in mind, the governments knew, unlike us how much the
figures were inflated.

Reply

Willi
February 20, 2022 at 12:30 pm

Leider gibt es zu viele “Sklaven”, die nur darum
in ihrer Blase glücklich sind, weil sie – aus welchen
Gründen auch immer, nicht an “ihren Fesseln”
zerren und darum diese auch nicht spüren.

Reply

Henning
February 23, 2022 at 12:10 pm

Thank you very much for this article! I found out von odd thing: German Chancellor Angela Merkel
visited the city of Wuhan on Sept. 7.th. 2019 just some weeks before the show with corona startet.
During that visit she made a visit of the location of the geman car part supplier WEBASTOS. Guess
what where in Germany patient no. 1 appeared at the end of January 2020? Right, it was at
WEBASTO in Bavaria, Gemany. By the way: Just on day before the Wuhan lockdown German
Chancellor Angela Merkel talked with the president of communist China!

Reply

Heather Mo�ett
February 24, 2022 at 8:48 am

Try educating the asleep! They are so utterly brainwashed that they see nothing nefarious whatsoever in
the machinations of government, watch and believe tv news as their only source of information. I have
tried for 2 years now as someone with a reasonable Facebook following, and have failed dismally to
awaken many at all. They either don’t want to know or think that I have totally lost the plot!’

Reply

ArnieF
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February 26, 2022 at 10:29 pm

Is it possible that the WEF is a modern day reenactment of Adam Weishaupt’s Illuminati
movement? Seems to all all of the earmarkings of the same kind of immersive infiltration of the movers
and levers of power. But this time, is gone global and is not cloaked in darkness inside the bowels of
Freemasonry. For those not knowing about the Illuminist movement, it likely birthed both the French
and Bolshevik Revolutions.

Reply

Kimmy Revolution
February 27, 2022 at 9:57 pm

Well..if we, the people mange to take back our freedom. Eliminate the power persons and family’s that
steering the world to the ditch and in for totally control..
What is the best to do with this elite?
If the control is being taken back by the people, that doesn’t mean that the elite is gone. They will still
be on planet earth and still be a treat to us people…

Reply

Rotating Orgonite
March 6, 2022 at 12:41 am

Despite this powerful array of evil being pitted against us, deaths attributed to covid are steadily falling.
For example, the number of deaths attributed to covid by the CDC has fallen 53% (Friday Feb 4th vs.
Friday March 4th.) There has been a similar decline worldwide.

I’m sure they are scratching their heads. I know the answer, but would be called crazy for explaining it.
I prefer it that way because then the efforts are not interfered with.

What makes this all the more remarkable is that the decrease in deaths has occurred in spite of
Remdesivir being made a standard of practice in many covid positive outpatients since mid-January.
The drug is dangerous in a hospital setting. Prescribing Remdesivir to the non hospitalized is a recipe
for more death.

The new protocol has resulted in a quadrupling of the kill ratio among ER patients, going from 12
hospitalizations to 1 death previously, to one death out of every three 3 hospitalizations. The decline in
overall deaths has occurred only because covid cases have dropped so sharply.

All that is being done to counteract Schwab and his band of killers is the spinning and rotating of
orgonite and tensor rings. Spinning makes it work by greatly increasing the release of friendly EMFs
and torsion fields. That’s all I’m going to say. If you’re interested, do it. These things are not hard to
find online. Attach them to things that spin, such as record players, vertical fans, ceiling fans, pottery
wheels, etc. Run them 24/7.
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Reply

You may also like

MEP Shocks Parliament: Doubts Ukraine's Version of
Bucha Massacre, Calls for 'Investigation' (Video)

 Amy Mek  April 11, 2022

U.S. Priest:'Ukrainian President Zelensky is an Adamant
Supporter of the New World Order' (Video)

 Faye Higbee  April 10, 2022

'Unvaccinated' Elderly Greeks Face Property and Asset
C � ti f U illi t P

EUROPE GOVERNMENT HUMAN RIGHTS ITALY NEWS

COMMUNISM NEWS NORTH AMERICA REGIONS RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION

EUROPE GOVERNMENT GREECE HUMAN RIGHTS NEWS
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